
On the Interrnedio-lateral Tract.



Literature.

The intermedio-;ateral tract was described for the

first time "by Lockhart Clarke in the Philosophical

Transactions, 1851, P. 613, where he states that "at the

outer border of the grey matter, between the anterior

and posterior cornua, is to be found a small column of

vesicular matter which is softer and more transparent

than the rest. According to Clarke's original account,

the column in question resembled the substantia gelatinosa

of the posterior horn. It was found in the upper part of the

lumbar enlargement, extended upwards through the dorsal

region, where it distinctly increased in siae, to the lower

part of the cervical enlargement. Here it disappeared

almost entirely. In the upper cervical enlargement it was

again seen, and could be traced upwards into the medulla

oblongata, where, in the space immediately behind the

central canal, it blended with its fellow of the opposite

side.

In a second paper, published in 1859, he gave a

more complete account of this tract. He here proposed to calx

it the "tract,us intermedio-lateralis" on account of its

position. Its component cells are described as in part oval,

fusiform, pyriform or triangular, smaller' and more uniform

in siae than those of the anterior cornu. In the mid-dorsal

.region they are least numerous and are found only near the

lateral margin of the grey matter^ With the exception of



some cells which lie among the white fibres beyond

the margin of the grey substance. In the upper dorsal

region the tract is larger, not only projecting further

outwards into the lateral column of the white fibres, but

also tapering inwards across the grey substance, almost

to the front of Clarke's coliimn. In the cervical enlarge-

-ment it gradually disappears, although it seems to contain,

in part at least, a few scattered cells resembling those

of the interraedio-lateral tract of the dorsal region. Ke

again stated that the tract could be followed up into the

medulla.

The majority of anatomists who have written on the

subject since Clarke's original papers appeared have regarded

the interraedio-lateral tract as synonymous with the cells of

the lateral horn. This view is not exactly in accordance

with the description and figures of Clarke, an examination

of which shows that, as already stated, he was aware that

the tract passed beyond the limits of the lateral horn

backwards along the margin of the grey matter and also

inwards towards the column of Clarke.

Waldeyer, in his work on the spinal cord of the

gorilla, ( Abth. der Koftig. Akad, der Wissenschaft, Berlin, %

1388) has subjected the interraedio-lateral tract to a

careful examination, and has greatly advanced our knowledge

and broadened our views with regard to the character and

distribution of its cells. He makes it clear that the cells



of the tract are not limited to the lateral horn but that,

at the margin of the grey matter near the formatio reticu-

-ularis there are cells identical with those in the lateral

horn. These, he regards, therefore, as component parts of

the intermedio-lateral tract. He is of opinion that the

tract does not, as Clarke thought, disappear in the cervical

and lumber enlargements, but that it is found throughout

the whole length of the cord. He maintains that, while it

may disappear as a lateral horn in the cervical enlargement,

it is continued upwards as the cells of the formatio reticul¬

aris. He is further in agreement with Krause, in thinking
»

that the lateral horn of the dorsal region is not identical

with the lateral projection of the anterior cornua in the

cervical and lumber enlargements, and that the cells of the

intermedio-lateral tract are not mere transformations or

modifications (Schwalbe, Srb, Obersteiner, Quain, Sharpey) of

the cells in the lateral part of the anterior cornu, but are

of altogether independant origin and nature.

He also noted incidentally , as has been, both before and

subsequently to his work, referred to by Ainslie Mollis,

Mott, Onuf and Collins, Herring and Argutinsky, that the cells

in the tract are not continuous, but are here and there

arranged in groups or nests.

Edinger pointed out that the lateral horn, and

consequently the interraedio-lateral tract is not found in the

cervical and lower lumbar regions.



As regards the physiological results connected with this

tract, the evidence is very conflicting.

Gaskell cosidered that the Sympathetic nerves

were to be derived from cells situated in the lateral horns

of the cord. In a second paper he pointed out that the

lateral horns differed in position and constitution in

different parts of the spinal cord, and that the cells

which in ail probability gave rise to the motor nerves

of the vascular and glandular systems were small cells lying

in groups to the dorsal side of the intermedio-lateral

tract in the thraaeic region. He found that these small

cells coincided in position in the cord very closely with

the origin of the root fibres of the sympathetic system.

Mott, from a consideration of the development

of the spinal cord, came to a similar conclusion.

Sherrington supported the 'same view, and believes

that the cells of the lateral horn which give rise to the

sympathetic fibres were the small spindle shaped cells.

Onuf and Collins removed various sympathetic

ganglia in cats, and found degeneration in many different

groups.

Lapinsky and Cassirer performed similar experiments

on rabbits, and gottpurely negative results.

Recently Anderson, Herding after section of the

cervical sympathetic in kittens found atrophy in the upper

thoracic region of the cord in the small cells of the

la eral horn and not elsewhere.



In a paper to be re d before the Royal Society of Edinburgh

on Monday the 5th. of June, Dr. Alex. Bruce intends to give

an account of the result of a research which he has just

completed upon the intermedio-lateral tract in man. For this

research a complete set of serial section- of a human spinal

cord had been prepared and examined, and the position of the

cells, their number and other details worked out at different

levels of the cord. In order to understand this fully, all

the cells in each section belonging to this tract were

counted, and the resulting numbers plotted upon squared

paper. The result of this was to show that there is a

regular segmentation in the cells of this tract, which thus

does not consist of a column of cells running up and down

the cord, but is really composed of a la?"ge number of groups

of cells arranged one above the other, so as to resemble

a 4 continuous band of cells. On an examination of serial

sections these groups are found to begin with only one or

two cells; the number gradually increases then to a

maximum (which in D3 in man may be as much as SO), They

then die away again until only one or two cells are visible

and even these may be absent. This group is, in turn, followed

by a similar group, and so on, there thus being a regular

segmentation in the cells of this tract in man.

On looking over the above results, and after consulting the

literature I found that scarcely any work had been done along



this line, and in fact was only able to discover two

notices, one of which, by Taldeyer, Hollis, Mott,

PIerring and others mentions that the cells of this tract

occur in 'nests', or'that they are not found in every

section,' and the second, by Argutinshy (Archiv fur

Mikroshopische anatoraie, p. 496) in which he states

that from an examination of the spinal cord of a new-born

child by longitudinal sections lie found a segmentation

of the so-called "middle cells" and also, but not so

well-marked,of the intermedio-lateral tract cells. (There

is reason now to believe that these "middle- cells" may

be included in the interme Vio-lateral group, since I

have found sections in which the one group appears to

be continuous with the other). I am not aware of any

attempt having been made to count the number of cells in

these groups by means of transverse serial sections which

is really the only sure means of determining this grouping,

and is, in fact what ray father has just done in the case

of the adult human cord which he has just examined.

Prom the literature, of which I have given an account of

above, it will be seen that the opinion is gradually i

gaining ground that this tract represents the centre of

the sympathetic nervous system in the spinal cord. It thus

becomes an exceedingly^tract, and a great many interesting
questions arise; e.g. Is Mils segmentation a constant



phenomenon? To what extent does this tract extend upwards
into the head? Among what group of* animals doee.it first

appear? and what takes its place amongst those animals

where this tract is not yet developed as a separate

tract? The human cord, is not very suitable to determine

many of these points on account of its great length, etc.

and for this purpose it would be advisable to work with

animals with shorter and simpler cords. Apart from the

presence of this tract in the higher" mammalian cords, such

as in the gorilla, dog, cat and one or two other animals

I have been unable to discover any definite literature upon

its presence or absence in the lower animals.

The object of the following research was

First; to determine in what group of animals this

tract first appeared, and to follow it

through various animals up to man; and

Second; to determine if a similar segmentation

of this tract occurs in any other animals

such as is found in man.

In the first place I commenced by an examination of the

simplest brain and cord known, namely that of the frog.
I obtained a fresh specimen of this and placed it in 10$

formalin. It was afterwards hardened in alcohol, dehydrated,

embedded in paraffin and cut in a microtome, ail the sections

being kept. On a clove examination of the sections I found



that it was quite impossible to detect the presence of

this tract at any level in the cord. I next examined

the cord of a fresh skate, but was again unable to

detect its presence there. *n examination of the cord

of a tortoise again failed to reveal its presence.

Among birds I have only been able to properly examine

the cord of a pigeon, and found again that this tract

was absent, so that the intermedio-lateral tract does

not seem to be present in any group of animals below

the Mammalia, j. have carefully examined the literature

on this subject, and have been quite unable to find

any references to the presence of this tract in any

of the lower animals. I hope to be able to confirm this

shortly from a further examination of some more cords,

which I hope to obtain soon.

In considering the case of Mammalian cords, I

thought it would be advisable to work downwards rather

than upwards, and thus I commenced at man. A complete

account of this tract has just been worked, ou t by Dr.

Alex. Bruce in man. I have examined the results very

fully and find that the intermedio-lateral tract is

best developed in the three upper dorsal segments,

perhaps best of all in the third (D3). At this level the

lateral horn is in the shape of a sharp tapering spike

thrust sideways from the grey matter into the white

lateral column. The intermedio-lateral tract is situated

at the apex of this spike, or along the lower or more



rarely the upper aide of the horn. In following tills

tract through various mammals, I have drawn a series

of illustrations of this tract in as many animals as

I could Obtain. In certain of them this tract is well

known to occur, hut I have included them for the sake

of completeness. MThereever possible I have examined

the segment D3 for the illustrations.

It is not necessary for me to deal with the occurrence

of this tract in man. (See Fig. I).

It has been shown to occur in. the gorilla by Waldeyer,

who separates a part of it lying interior to the horn

under the name of "middle-cells".

The tract is particularity well developed in the dog;

the lateral horn, at the level of D3, is not so out¬

standing as in man, but the number of cells is very large,

so that a portion of them are situated outside of the latera

lateral horn. (See later).

In the cat, the tract is well developed but the number of

cells is smaller than in the dog.

In the ox, sheep and pig I found this tract very clear,

the number of cells is large, and the lateral horn closely

resembles that of man.

In the rabbit the number of cells is much jailer; the

lateral horn is blunter. In the above mentioned groups, the

appearance of the cells is very similar to that found in man .

The cells are mostly small oval and angular g-a^pg-ligm cells,



the major axes of which are for the moat part directed so as

to radiate into the lateral column. The cells are often

arranged in a line, forming a reticulate group. In the

rabbit, this reticular form is not so common; the cells

have their major axes turned in different directions, and

the out tine of. the group is roughly circular, as contrasted

with the straight appearance. The cells are also much larger

and the difference in size between the cells of the interiti&Sk

-medio-lateral tract and the large motor cells of the

anterior eornu is not nearly so great as in the first

described species.

In the guinea-pig, the number of cells are not very large,

but the lateral horn is sharp pointed and the cells are

are arranged in reticulate groups.

I also managed to obtain a sectionbf the spinal cord of a

porpoise. The number of cells in the tract here are not very

numerous. In size they are only a little smaller than the

motor cells of the anterior cornu. The lateral horn is quite

blunt.

In the hedgehog, I also lound this tract. The number of

cells was large, and the lateral horn -atlier rounded.

In size the cells were only alittle smaller than the cells

of the anterior cornu..

An examination of the cord of a mole showed a very similar
V-

conditio^; the lateral horn was rather rounded, the cells

being very nearly the same size as the anterior cornu cells.

In the case of the mouse, I had some difficulty in

distinguishing; this tract The lateral horn is not ''■cry



marked and 1b usually rounded. In a large number of

consecutive sections, I was quite unable to detect its

presence, but in several places I found a group of cells

which I have no doubt probably represent this tract. They

were situated in the lateral horn, and were not very

numerous. The group was roughly circular in outline.

The cells scarcely differed in size from the other cells of

of the anterior cornu. The major axes did not seem to be

pointing in any definite direction, and in many cases it

was suite impossible to tell which was the major axis.

I should think it extremely probable, from the difficulty

which I had in detecting this tract in the mouse, that a

further examination of the cords of some of the simpler

mammals would fail to reveal its presence altogether, a

point, which, however, requires further confirmation.

From the above results, I am inclined to draw

the following conclusions, which I hope to shortly be in a

a position to confirm definitely;- namely-

The intermedio-lateral tract is not developed

as a distinct tract in fishes, amphibians, reptiles or

birds, it is probably not developed in the very lowest

mammals, but as you ascend it soon appears. At first the

cells do not differ in size or appearance from the other

cells scattered about the grey matter, and can only be

distinguished from them owing to its position. A little

higher its separation as a special tract becomes much clearer,

the cells, although they are still arranged in roughly

circular groups, are diminishing in size and tend to become



elongated. In the highest mammais the cells have become

very much smaller than the other cells of the cord,

Their major axes are all more or less directed parallel,

and the group tends to become drawn out more or less in

straight line.



The second point which I wished to determine was;-

A« I have mentioned before, it has been shown

that the intermedio-lateral tract in man does not consist

of a column of ceils running up and down the cord, but

consists of a large number of groups or segments, many

of which are quite separate from each other, these groups

are arranged above each other and thus form a discontinuous

tract. If it is examined by means of serial sections, the

result is similar to what I have shown in Fig. . If we

commence at a place where this tract is absent, so that on

examining such a transverse section no cells of this tract

will be visible. On passing to the next section there will b

found one or two cells of this tract, in the next, four

or five, in the next eight or nine, and so on, until the

maximum of Twenty-five or thirty is reached, after which

there is a gradual diminution in the number of the cells

until a section is again reached which shows no ceils of

this tract. On following this out further a repetition of

the above will be the result, showing that there is a

regular segmentation of this tract in man. It has also

been shown that there is a segmentation of this tract in

the new-born child (Argutinshy). The only reference to

such a segmentation in animals other than man, that I have

been able to find is simply a few notices of the fact that

the cells are sometimes found in "nests", specially to be



seen in longitudinal sections (Collins, and others);

and that the tract is not to he found in all transverse

sections of the cord (Herring and others),

I thus wished to determine whether a segmentation

of the interraedio-lateral tract existed in any of the

lower animals similar to that just been found in man.

Owing to the large number of ceils in this tract in

the dog, it seemed to me that it was specially suited

to worK upon, from an examination of the segmentation

of the human cord, I noticed that in the upper dorsal

region the segments were rather irregular. They rose

to a maxirnum very rapidly and died down equally suddenly.

They also varied very much in height. In the lower dorsal

region, however, the segments rise to a maximum gradually

and fall again equally slowly; in height they are about

equal, and thus it seemed to me were much better suited

for comparison than those of the upper dorsal region.

I obtained, therefore, a fresh cord of a young dog

(through the Kindness of Br. Noel Paion), and cut five

segments of it serially, Keeping all the sections. I alo

cut the next segment longitudinally and Kept all the sett

-tions.

In fig. I have drawn what is to be seen on raaKing

a longitudinal section. The complete longitudinal section

between two spinal nerves, shows very clearly that



the interraedio-lateral tract is segmented in the dog.

The segments are all of about the same height, but

vary in their distance between each other. In some cases

there av,e separated from each other by a distance

nearly as great as their own diameter, while in other

places they lie so near each other that the one group

is nearly continuous with the one next td it. Occssion-

-aily there are a few scattered cells between the groups

or segments, but more usually the segments are quite

distinct from each other. The segments ere all about equal

in siae, and the segments of the intermedio-lateral tract

of one side of the cord correspond very closely with

the segments of the tract on the other side as far as

sine and number of cells are concerned. I was quite undDle

to make out any similarity as regards the two sides of

the cord. Although the actual number of segments

correspond very closely, it did not seem to be that

for any one segment on one side of the cord, there was

a corresponding group on the other side; and in those

places where the groups were rather close together in one

side, they were far apart on the other, and vice versa.

Between any two spinal nerves there are about fifteen

of these groups, the actual numbers corresponding rather

closely on each side.

As it is only possible to investigate these

groups thoroughly by means of transverse serial sections,

I started to count the number of ceils present in this

tract on each side of the cord. After the numbers had



been carefully counted, I plotted out the results on

squared paper, so that it was thus possible to compare

and see the amount of development of each segment at a

glance. The result is very remarkable, and shows that

there is a segmentation of the intermedia-lateral

tract in the dog very similar to that found in man.

The actual number of segments is almost the same, although

they do not rise and fall quite so regularly as in man.

fhiie examining the above serial sections I was specially

struck by several important points. The interraedio-lateral

tract has always been described as occuring in the lateral

liorn. Various other cell groups, oocuring near the lateral

horn, but not in it, have been considered by most observers

to be distinct from the intermedio-lateral tract. The

three figures I have drawn (See Fig. ) are of extreme

interest. In the first it will be seen that the intermedio-

lateral tract is limited to the lateral cornu. In the

second on the left side the number of cells lias increased

very much, and they extend, quite out of the lateral horn

altogether, but still one compact group. On the right hand

side, however, the central part of this group has disappeared

while the two outer parts still remain, and thus are separated

from one another so as to give the appearance of two quite

distinct groups of cells but which can be shown, from a

study of serial sections to be part of the same tract. In the

third figure one of these two groups, namely the one which

is situated in the .Lateral horn, has disappeared, leaving



the other group alone, situated outside of the lateral

horn, and yet it is really a part of the intermedio-

lateral tract as I have shown above. In places I have

found as many as three different groups, distinct

from each other, yet, when thqy are studied by

means of serial sections they all pass into each other

showing that they really form part of the same tract.

This thus shows that the intermedio-lateral tract oLo*»e

is not limited to the lateral horn, but may occur at

quite some distance from it.

In concrusion, I can only state that the above paper

represents the first of many papers which I hope to

write capon this subject. It seems to me to be an

exceedingly important one, and to afford scope for a

large amount of work in many directions. Owing to

pressure of time, I have not been able to work-out

many of the details as I had wished to do. This I shall

do at the earliest possible opportunity. I think,

however, that it will be found that the main points of

this research will not be altered, but rather confirmed.


